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1.  Introduction

Combining the strengths of ConfD and Cisco Network Services Orchestrator (NSO) 
promises a programmable network where services are automatically provisioned by 
managing the configuration via network wide transactions. In this application note, we 
explore why this is important to service providers, what service providers are striving 
towards, what it means in practice to physical and virtual network element providers, and, 
finally, how network element providers can verify that their ConfD based device meets 
the Service Automation Criteria and interoperates optimally with NSO.

Network wide transactions are initialized by NSO and extend all the way to the network 
elements where the configuration is implemented. All of the mandatory and the non-
mandatory features of the IETF RFC standards based NETCONF protocol interface and 
YANG data models are implemented. YANG data models describe what the devices 
can do and are used to automate service provisioning in precise machine to machine 
transactions. In a network wide transaction, all configuration of the participating network 
elements in the provisioning of the service succeed and is committed, or nothing is set. 

Now, let’s investigate a bit further how we can incorporate and make full use of this 
foundation in virtual and physical network elements and even lightweight containers in 
the context of NSO and ConfD.

 
2.  Why do Service Providers Want NETCONF and YANG? 
 
In addition to the general trend that human driven science and technology are 
progressing forward at an increasingly rapid pace and what was new yesterday is 
obsolete and provides little value today or tomorrow, why should a service provider even 
bother to jump on some new way of managing their networks? What are the benefits 
and opportunities? Or is it just about trying to sustain the current value provided to 
customers?

The key market trends seem to be tied to, or at least influenced by, the previously 
mentioned overall direction of humanity. This manifests itself for service providers in at 
least three ways:

• Execution at the speed of software – Software is playing an increasingly important 
role for services and product demand today. Take, for example, the alarm clock. The 
first adjustable mechanical alarm clock was invented around 1850. Today, the alarm 
clock is, for most people, a software based app on general purpose hardware in a 
smartphone with much of its settings stored in a cloud based service, set through an 
AI assistant such as Siri, Alexa, Cortana, etc. Developing new service features and 
modify existing ones with an agile DevOps software development methodology and 
deploying to a cloud platform is already a firm requirement.

• Changing customer behavior and new expectations – Not that long ago, ordering 
a new alarm clock or a newly released book was something that you went to the 
physical store to buy or order. Today, services and products are distributed on 
demand with the press of a button and can often be accessed instantaneously. 
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• Rapidly changing business models – Remember when transactions occurred by 
exchanging products and services for money in the form of bills and coins? Money, 
arguably one of humanity’s greatest inventions, is nowadays exchanged electronically. 
As services are provided as cloud services through virtualization and programmable 
networks, new ecosystems and value chains are created. Over-The-Top Co-opetition 
is competing with the provider’s own service offering while at the same time adding 
value to the infrastructure service.

All of the above trends require successful, flexible automation to address two main 
business drivers:

• Automated operations to reduce OPEX

• Service agility to reduce the time to complete the deployment of a service

Hence, to spend less and bring in more, i.e. add more of those precious numbers after, 
for example, the “$” or before the “SEK”, we need to make some adjustments to our 
efficiency of delivering services and deliver them when they are most relevant and of 
maximum value to the consumer.

But the complexity of automating existing legacy equipment and network management 
infrastructure has made many automation initiatives a painful challenge. The lack of 
automation keeps the day-to-day management of rapidly growing complex networks 
carried out by network engineers in a world which is a mix of scripted and manual steps. 
This is error-prone with a growing backlog. Provisioning services and managing the 
service quality in such networks is being done in the dark without insight into the status 
of the service and, as a result, the customer experience suffers. 

The growing complexity of networks need to be addressed through a common network 
API to interface to all network elements and services need to be abstracted through a 
common central API. 

The key to network automation is making networking devices more programmable. 
Programmability is about configuring and managing network devices using software 
machine-to-machine, as opposed to manual human-to-machine tinkering via CLI. 
Programmability is key to managing and automating large-scale networks with network 
elements from multiple vendors, running multiple different operating systems and even 
variants of OS within each vendor domain. CLIs are cumbersome to use, error-prone, and 
vary widely across different vendors and even between products from the same vendor. 
With programmability, network management and automation becomes an exercise in 
computer science, where network administrators manipulate data, not devices.

To address the network element configuration challenge, the Internet Engineering Task 
Force (IETF) has defined three key standards: 

 − The NETCONF and RESTCONF APIs that make it easier for service providers to 
manage their multivendor networks. 

 − A data modeling language, YANG, which is key to defining devices and services in a 
consistent, parsable manner.
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One of the key advantages of NETCONF over SNMP or CLI is that it is transactional. 
Configuring a network element can involve multiple steps. Usually, these actions cannot 
be done partially as this would leave the device in an undefined state. If any step of the 
end-to-end provisioning fails (or is undertaken in the wrong order), there is a need to roll 
back, i.e., undo all previous actions, to revert to the original configuration. This requires 
extensive programming when transaction management is not supported, as is the case 
with a CLI. NETCONF, on the other hand, does support transactions. Service providers 
can be confident that either all the configurations in a sequence are applied or the entire 
update is rolled back automatically. Additionally, transactionality at the network element 
level makes it easier to implement network-wide transactions which involve multiple 
network elements when provisioning services across a network.

We will not go into details of RESTCONF in this application note. RESTCONFas well as 
when RESTCONF may be an option to NETCONF was well covered by a previously 
released white paper called “Inside RESTCONF” (see the “For More Information” section 
below).

YANG data models which describe the configuration and state information of network 
elements and services are transported via the NETCONF protocol. The configuration 
is plain text and human readable/writable. YANG data models are easily parsed by a 
computer, unlike CLI. This is key to enabling programmability. 

3.  The NSO Network Element Driver (NED) 
 
The majority of existing devices in current networks do not (yet) speak NETCONF. The 
most common way to configure network devices is through the CLI. Management systems 
typically connect over SSH to the CLI of the device and issue a series of CLI configuration 
commands. Some devices do not even have a CLI, and thus SNMP, or, even worse, a 
proprietary protocol is used to configure the device.

If your network element already provides a CLI through a legacy integration or ConfD, why 
would you need to support NETCONF if NSO can adapt to your CLI by the means of using a 
NED, i.e. an adapter tailored write to and read from the most relevant parts of your CLI?
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While NSO can speak southbound not only to NETCONF-enabled devices this is of 
course not entirely automatic like it is with NETCONF. Depending on the type of interface 
the device has for configuration, this will involve some programming of a NED that will 
then need to be maintained over time. 

No NETCONF and no shared YANG data model means that there is NED code to maintain 
in an attempt to make an error prone human-to-machine interface serve as a machine-to-
machine interface in a best effort manner. This error prone human part is what the service 
provider wants to move away from in order to fully automate operations to reduce OPEX 
and provide service agility on top of the device management to reduce time to complete 
the deployment of a service.

 

4.  Can I Just Enable ConfD’s NETCONF Interface and be Done? 
 
While you can just give ConfD a YANG data model and enable the ConfD NETCONF 
interface, there are a few things that you need to keep in mind when you configure 
and integrate with ConfD as you want to support machine-to-machine communication, 
automating operations, be manageable by an orchestrator using a NETCONF client such 
as NSO, and take part in enabling the service provider to deploy services in network 
wide transactions. 

Service Automation Criteria (SAC) 
To be useful at all to a service provider hoping to automate their network using NETCONF 
and YANG you must at the very least:

1. NETCONF Base Operations – NETCONF and YANG are nice modular, scalable 
standards that in theory would allow anyone to tick that checkbox to shamelessly 
display that indeed the system supports NETCONF and YANG by simply 
implementing a single custom RPC “execute-all-command” and claim compliance. 
Cleverness rarely pans out well in reality though, and that’s the case here too. The 
NETCONF base protocol must be supported or it isn’t NETCONF. The base protocol 
provides operations to retrieve, configure, copy, and delete configuration datastores. 
Additional operations are provided, based on the capabilities advertised by the 
device. And so, devices whether physical or virtual, must implement NETCONF 
1.1 RFC 6241 :netconf:base:1.1 capability to stay relevant. The base operations are: 
get, get-config, edit-config, copy-config, delete-config, lock, unlock, close-session, 
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and kill-session. To lead by example as model citizens of the NETCONF and YANG 
community, ConfD and NSO support the mandatory and non-mandatory parts in 
NETCONF RFC 6241 and YANG RFC 7950. ConfD and NSO even implement the 
lock operation according to the NETCONF RFC which we highlight here since more 
NETCONF implementations than one would expect seems to not do so yet. 

2. Transactional NETCONF – To take part in a fully automated network based on 
machine-to-machine communication you need to support ACID transactions. 
Supporting a two-phase commit mechanism through :rollback-on-error, :candidate, 
:confirmed-commit:1.1 and :validate:1.1 is a must. ConfD and NSO of course support 
these capabilities. However, if your ConfD enabled device will never be managed 
by anything but NSO, and you want to be part of the exclusive “Tail-f club” by 
making use of that both NSO and ConfD understand “tailf” NETCONF and YANG 
extensions, you can remove the :candidate, :confirmed-commit:1.1 and :validate:1.1 
capabilities and replace them with the :writable-running and “http://tail-f.com/ns/
netconf/transactions/1.0” capabilities. You may then in some cases enjoy slightly 
better performance and you will simplify the way NSO can do a two-phase commit 
towards your device as part of a network wide transaction. There is an application 
note available that describes why and how called “The NETCONF Transactions 
Capability in ConfD” from which you can get more details (see the “For More 
Information” section below). The downside is of course that you will be using non-
standard proprietary extensions, so unless you really need that performance boost, 
going with standards should be your first choice. 

3. Consistent edit-config – These simple rules are all a no brainer to you if you are 
onboard with standards based network automation through NETCONF and YANG 
based machine to machine communication:

i. In case of failure, there must not be any change to the configuration on the device. 

ii. In case of success, all of the payload changes must be implemented, and 
there must not be any other changes of the configuration than the ones 
prescribed in the edit-config payload -- If the device makes other changes, 
the manager will not know about them and will get out of sync. The manager 
will not know that it’s out of sync. This will lead to errors down the line.  
Devices which self modify their own configuration are a very bad idea from 
the viewpoint of automation and orchestration.

a. All configuration data must be editable through a NETCONF <edit-config>  
operation.

b. Proprietary NETCONF RPCs that make configuration changes are not something 
you want your service provider to have to implement with NSO or some other  
NETCONF client. If you believe that you really need one, does it really make  
sense from a service provider / NETCONF client / NSO perspective?

c. An <edit-config> operation must change the configuration in accordance with the  
payload or fail with an error message. 
 

See and study the transaction manager presented in the next section of this 
application note. 
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4. NETCONF over SSH – No surprise here.  The NETCONF RFCs require that 
NETCONF over SSH must be supported. Other transport protocols for NETCONF do 
exist, but are optional per the RFCs.  Common industry practice is to use NETCONF 
over SSH and that is what ConfD and NSO use. 

5. Defaults handling – The :with-defaults capability from RFC6243 must be 
implemented. Declaring how the device treats default values is essential for mutual 
understanding of what is being said between a manager and device. Several default 
handling modes are possible. If not configured differently, ConfD offers “explicit” as 
the basic-mode and “report-all-tagged” as the also-supported. NSO uses “explicit” 
as NSO uses the same YANG data model(s) which ConfD has representing the 
device. NSO thereby has access to the default values from the YANG data model 
with no need for ConfD to include them when for example asked for configuration 
data in a <get-config> request.

6. Standard models – Applicable standard YANG data models, preferably IETF being 
prioritized,  must be implemented. Using standardized YANG data models, possibly 
extending them with more functionality and control, is key to increased interoperability 
and lower service provider OPEX cost. There are other standards such as OpenConfig 
YANG data models. That is a good thing for the same reasons as using IETF standard 
models. But make sure that you do not expose or have NSO import YANG models 
with overlapping configuration. Choose one or the other YANG data model to 
represent that interface configuration. Otherwise, you will break  Service Automation 
Criteria #2 “Consistent edit-config” where an <edit-config> operation must change 
the configuration in accordance with the payload. i.e. There must not be any other 
changes of the configuration than the ones prescribed in the edit-config payload. If the 
device itself makes other changes, the manager, will not know about them and will get 
out of sync. The manager, will likely not know that it’s out of sync until the next <edit-
config> transaction. This will lead to errors down the line.

d. It must be possible to go from any valid configuration to any other valid 
configuration with a single edit-config operation containing only the minimal 
delta between the two. NSO does its job by calculating the minimal diff set 
between the new and old config to send only the minimal delta. This is not done 
by all NETCONF managers today which can cause strange issues as conflicting 
commands are sent to NETCONF server in the same transaction. This can lead 
to strange behaviors which is why NSO always only sends the minimal diff to 
ConfD enabled and other devices. This is also why ConfD provides the minimal 
diff to applications subscribing to configuration changes. The validity of an 
upcoming configuration must depend on that configuration alone. Specifically, 
the validity must not depend on the currently running configuration, the presence 
of hardware, the phase of the moon, or any other condition that is not part of the 
configuration. Service providers want to be able to (quickly!) load backups or 
other saved or computed configurations. This must “work” even if a line card has 
gone bad. ConfD’s validation points allow you to do any validation in code that 
you cannot fit into a YANG pattern, range, must expression etc. Implement your 
validation point code with the above in mind. 

e. A minimal delta must only refer to any particular leaf once, i.e., cannot *first* set a 
leaf to one value, *then* set it to another value -- A transaction is a set of changes, 
not a sequence. Concepts such as first, then, last, before, and after are meaningless 
inside a transaction. A transaction can only give each leaf a single value.
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7. Model Discovery – YANG data model discovery and download as defined in 
RFC6022 should be implemented. Being able to download YANG data models 
directly from the device makes it easier to get the right version of the models and 
may enable completely automatic device discovery. If implemented, NSO can 
retrieve the YANG data models directly from a ConfD enabled network element. All 
downloaded YANG data models must be free from YANG syntax errors, of course, 
and by implementing them with ConfD it is unlikely that NSO will have issues with 
those same YANG data models. See “Pioneer / NSO NETCONF NED Builder” later in 
this application note. 

8. Events – NETCONF Event Notifications (RFC5277) are reliable and very informative 
to the manager about what is going on in the device. For example, using the built-
in NETCONF notification event stream (RFC6022), NSO can get an event / alarm 
that the managed device configuration has been changed out-of-band and that 
NSO is now out of sync. ConfD has built in support for RFCs 6022 and 5277. So, 
the NETCONF notification event stream is provided automatically as the NETCONF 
interface is enabled. The application can also, through ConfD, provide its own 
proprietary event notifications to the manager, i.e. NSO. The application generates 
the content for each notification and sends it to ConfD. ConfD, in turn, manages the 
stream subscriptions and distributes the notifications accordingly.

9. YANG – Use YANG to define configuration, operational status data, notifications, 
and actions according to RFC7950. Keep NETCONF in mind primarily when 
writing your YANG data models. ConfD automatically renders all the northbound 
management interfaces from these YANG data models. A default rendering of each 
interface is produced automatically, without any programming at all, solely based on 
the model. If a YANG data model is updated, the change is automatically reflected in 
all management interfaces. This is a great feature but at the same time can cause a 
conflict of interest.   
 
Avoid being heavily influenced to structure your YANG data models around a 
legacy CLI interface. Service providers have a responsibility here too to not let the 
CLI scripting team dictate the implementation of the YANG data models and push 
aside the need to design for service automation and efficient machine-to-machine 
communication. Think machine-to-machine, not human-to-machine communication if 
you want to contribute to a successful programmable network.

10. YANG Backwards Compatibility – The YANG data model upgrade rules defined 
in RFC7950 section 11 should be followed. Again, think machine-to-machine, not 
human-to-machine communication. All deviations from the section 11 rules must be 
handled by a built-in automatic upgrade mechanism. You get help and APIs from 
both ConfD and NSO to handle this, but sticking to section 11 is of course your best 
option when you have deployed to a live network. 
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5.  Network Wide Transactions 
 
We have mentioned transactions and two-phase commits a few times already in this 
application note. Because transactions of configuration data sit at the heart of and drive 
the automated intuitive network based on machine-to-machine communication, we will 
now dive into transactions, give you some background, and then visualize how the NSO 
and ConfD transaction managers collaborate.  The intent here is to give an overview of 
how to make an application best integrated with ConfD to participate in network wide 
transactions resulting from services being deployed through NSO.

Transactions are useful things. They allow us to say these configuration updates either all 
happen together, or none of them happen. They are very useful when we are inserting 
configuration data into a NSO/ConfD CDB database. They let us update multiple tables/
lists, leafs, etc. at once, knowing that if anything fails, everything gets rolled back, 
ensuring our data doesn’t get into an inconsistent state. Simply put, a transaction allows 
us to group together multiple different activities that take our system from one consistent 
state to another — everything works or nothing changes. 

ConfD handles transactions through its transaction manager. One by one, the NETCONF 
edit-config transactions go through the transaction phases, as we will see in the picture 
below, and the applications subscribing to configuration updates are notified according to 
the priorities that they registered with ConfD. 

The NSO transaction manager is similar to ConfD’s, but instead of notifying applications of 
changes done by the manager, NSO issues network wide transactions to one or multiple 
network elements as part of deploying a service. 

Network wide transactions span multiple device transactions within them, using the 
transaction manager to orchestrate the various transactions being done by underlying 
systems, e.g., ConfD enabled systems, each with their own transaction manager. Just 
as with a transaction to ConfD’s CDB, a network wide transaction tries to ensure that 
everything remains in a consistent state. However, in this case, it tries to do so across 
multiple different systems running in different processes, often communicating across 
network boundaries. 

The most common algorithm for handling network wide distributed transactions is to use 
a two-phase commit. NSO and ConfD both implements this algorithm using the NETCONF 
:rollback-on-error, :candidate, :confirmed-commit:1.1 and :validate:1.1 capabilities. As 
mentioned earlier, it is also possible to enable the Tail-f proprietary transaction capability 
to do a two-phase commit directly to the running datastore instead of going through the 
candidate datastore with the pros and cons mentioned earlier. With a two-phase commit, 
first comes the NSO validate and then the prepare phase. This is where each participant 
(network element) in the network wide transaction tells the NSO transaction manager 
whether it thinks its local, e.g. ConfD, transaction can go ahead. If the transaction 
manager gets an OK from all participants, then it tells them all to go ahead and perform 
their commits. 
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A single abort is enough for the NSO transaction manager to send out a cancel, i.e. 
rollback, to all parties. This approach relies on all parties halting until the central 
coordinating process in NSO tells them to proceed. This means that we are vulnerable 
to outages which is where the ConfD transaction manager comes into play.  If the NSO 
transaction manager goes down, the pending transactions never complete, but will be 
aborted and rolled back automatically by ConfD’s transaction manager. The backend 
applications subscribing to configuration changes are never notified. 

There is also the case of what happens if a commit fails after the devices have returned 
ok, i.e. a “CDB sync subscription”, following a confirmed-commit where the applications 
have been notified of the configuration changes. This is where activating the previously 
stored checkpoint saved by ConfD after a confirmed-commit saves the day. If NSO 
decides to abort the commit or does not confirm the commit within a (by NSO controlled) 
time, the ConfD enabled device will rollback the CDB running datastore automatically 
and provide the undo configuration to the applications subscribing to CDB configuration 
changes.

We will leave the many details and different permutations of transactions to a future 
application note, e.g. sacrificing consistency for availability (less time to configure the 
devices) in the distributed system through NSO commit queues etc.  Now that you have 
gained a basic understanding of how network wide transactions work and why they are 
important to automated service deployment, you can, from this perspective, integrate 
ConfD with your applications to fulfill SAC items 1,2, and 3 with a ConfD and NSO setup. 
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6.  Out-of-Band Changes 
 
An out of band change is a human or system making changes directly to the network 
element without going through NSO. If your goal is to allow for your device to be 
deployed in a programmable, fully automated service deployment your goal must be 
to enable the service provider to allow preferably no out-of-band changes or at least 
controlled out-of-band changes. Uncontrolled out-of-band changes need to be prohibited 
in a programmable network where service deployment is fully automated: 

Manager

Device

Serv ice 
instance data

Manager

Device

readwrite

Manager

Device

readwritewrite read

Dev ice 
conf iguration

Device 
configuration

Serv ice 
mapping logic

✓ No Out of Band Changes ✓ Controlled Out of Band Changes ✗ Uncontrolled Out of Band Changes

• No out-of-band changes -- NSO is the single point of configuration authority for your 
network element. Your device being out of sync is an exception and considered 
an alarming event that will need service provider intervention. If you design for this 
environment, you allow for the highest automation maturity and the highest network 
configuration authenticity.

• Controlled out-of-band changes -- Some out-of-band changes, but always unrelated 
to the NSO (service provider) service. Configuration being provisioned through NSO 
writes (or reads) certain parts of the device configuration. Another system or human is 
configuring the same network element but writes to different parts of the configuration. 
The configuration changes performed out-of-band are known and will not change 
configuration that is written or read by NSO. NSO being out of sync with the device 
is accepted, since out of band changes are safe. NSO is configured to skip the sync 
check during service provisioning.

• Uncontrolled out-of-band changes -- Other systems and humans are performing 
unknown out-of-band changes to the same network element as NSO and overwrite 
configuration that an NSO service wants to write or has written. Uncontrolled out-of-
band changes are considered an operational failure/incident and the service provider 
needs to use tools in NSO to identify and understand the root cause. Either a human 
or code needs to analyze what has happened, take a decision and perform some kind 
of error handling. The decision can only be made by someone/something with a full 
understanding of the use case and the engineering/ops policies in place.

Out-of-band changes is one of the things that, if not approached correctly, can have big 
effects on performance and behavior of the entire solution. Are you stuck in trying to 
allow the service provider to automate manual tasks or designing for automation from the 
ground up?  
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7.  Integrate a ConfD Based Network Element with NSO 
 
Now that we have covered the basic concepts behind why and how service providers 
want to integrate with a ConfD NETCONF and YANG based network element as part 
of their service deployment, let’s take a look now at the steps to do so using ConfD 
and NSO together with the tools provided by the Pioneer and DrNED Examiner NSO 
packages which are both available through the NSO Developer Space on GitHub. This 
section has some overlap with the earlier application note “ConfD Integration with NSO”. 
The main difference in this application note is the “service automation in a programmable 
network” approach together with a tool called DrNED Examiner which is an improvement 
and extension of similar functionality that can be found in the Pioneer tool. The Pioneer 
NETCONF NED builder tool is still very relevant however, as it is still used for assembling 
the NSO NETCONF NED. 

The overall process to establish NETCONF communications between NSO and the ConfD 
based network element is:

1. Setup ConfD

2. Update the NSO configuration to plug in the new NETCONF device

3. Build a NETCONF NED for the device

4. Verify that our lofty expectations are met
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Setup ConfD and NSO

Both NSO and ConfD provide an abundance of configuration options and can be 
managed by / manage basically anything. In this application note, our intent is to setup 
NSO and ConfD for the vision and end goal that the two products originated from, 
enabling network programmability and automation with NETCONF and YANG.

There are a few examples in the each of the product’s example sets that serve as a simple 
good reference and starting point. e.g.:

examples.confd/netconf_confirmed_commit

and 

examples.ncs/getting-started/developing-with-ncs/0-router-network

There are a few items in the ConfD configuration file, confd.conf, in those two examples 
that needs to be highlighted as they are either not part of the default confd.conf settings 
or should at least be noted for an overall understanding of the setup. See the confd.
conf(5) man page for further details:

• /confdConfig/cdb/enabled – This one needs no explanation. Should be true, unless, for 
legacy reasons, you want to integrate an external DB that actually can support ACID 
transactions. 

• /confdConfig/datastores/candidate/enabled – The candidate datastore is enabled by 
default and the default sub-settings for the candidate should be left as is.

• /confdConfig/datastores/running/access – Should be writable-through-candidate. 
When a NETCONF manager, here NSO, reconfigures a node that has the candidate 
datastore and also read-write running (default setting somewhat unfortunately), NSO 
can never know that the running datastore is up to date with the candidate datastore, 
i.e. that running datastore has not been changed out-of-band. NSO must thus always 
(logically) copy the running datastore to the candidate datastore prior to modifying 
the candidate datastore. So, writable-through-candidate should be your default 
option here if network programmability and automation is what the service provider 
prioritizes.

• /confdConfig/netconf/transport/ssh/port – Default is 2022, but you likely want to set it 
to 830, the standard port for NETCONF over SSH. The default value is a convenience 
during development in that it is not a privileged port number (< 1024). 

• /confdConfig/netconf/capabilities/writable-running/enabled – Set to false to reflect the 
recommended settings above.

• /confdConfig/netconf/rpcErrors – At least during verification, you may want to set this 
option to “inline” in order to provide error information to NSO in case a data provider 
fails when ConfD tries to fetch data from that data provider. When deployed, failing fast 
by closing the connection is a better option.  
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• For debugging purposes of the NETCONF protocol from the ConfD side the following 
options are quite useful: 

 − /confdConfig/logs/netconfLog

 − /confdConfig/logs/netconfTraceLog

 − /confdConfig/logs/developerLog with developerLogLevel “trace”

 − /confdConfig/logs/progressTrace same progress trace as in the developerLog with 
added profiling timings.

Update the NSO Configuration to Plug in the New ConfD NETCONF Device 
Here we configure the network wide transaction and device settings in NSO to take 
full advantage of NSO’s features when managing a ConfD based device, i.e. we merge 
something like this with the existing NSO configuration:

  <config xmlns=”http://tail-f.com/ns/config/1.0”>

    <devices xmlns=”http://tail-f.com/ns/ncs”>

      <authgroups>

        <group>

          <name>my-group</name>

          <default-map>

            <remote-name>my-user-name</remote-name>

            <remote-password>my-password</remote-password>

          </default-map>

        </group>

      </authgroups>

      <device>

        <name>my-netconf-device</name>

        <address>1.2.3.4</address>

        <port>830</port>

        <authgroup>my-group</authgroup>

        <device-type>

          <netconf/>

        </device-type> 

        <state>

          <admin-state>unlocked</admin-state>

        </state>

        <trace>pretty</trace>

        <ned-settings>

          <use-confirmed-commit>true</use-confirmed-commit>

          <use-validate>true</use-validate>

          <use-transaction-id>true</use-transaction-id>

        </ned-settings>

      </device>

    </devices>

  </config>
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 − use-confirmed-commit – Default “true”. Controls if NSO should use confirmed 
commit towards the device.

 − use-validate – Default “true”. Controls if NSO should use explicit validation towards 
the device. The advantage of using validate is that if the changes are sent to N 
devices, and validated on all of them, if one device fails the validation step, nothing 
has been committed to any device, and the transaction can easily be aborted.

 − use-transaction-id – Default “true”. For ConfD devices, getting the transaction 
id is just a matter of reading a leaf. Using the transaction id gives NSO a very 
fast way to check if it’s data is in sync with ConfD without the need to move the 
entire configuration data set over the wire. If it is disabled, NSO will not be able to 
detect situations where NSO and the device are out of sync without reading the 
configuration data in order to compare it.

As mentioned earlier, if you are looking for best possible performance while not 
sacrificing network wide transaction properties, all you need to do is to set writable-
running to “true”, running datastore access to “read-write”, and add “http://tail-f.com/ns/
netconf/transactions/1.0” to NETCONF capabilities in ConfD’s confd.conf configuration 
file. NSO will then detect and use those proprietary Tail-f RPCs and perform the two-
phase commit transaction directly towards ConfD’s CDB running datastore. See the 
“NETCONF Transactions Capability in ConfD” application note (see the “For More 
Information” section below). The downside is that other NETCONF managers that are not 
able to understand the Tail-f transactions capability extension will still need to configure 
the device through the candidate datastore and thus will have to sync the ConfD CDB 
running datastore with the candidate datastore.

Build a NETCONF NED for the ConfD NETCONF Enabled Device 
Please, refer to the instructions below and the Pioneer package README file on the NSO 
Developer Space on GitHub under the “YANG tools section” for instructions on how to 
build a NSO NETCONF NED package.

Get the YANG Data Models from the Device 
Using the NETCONF get-schema RPC, as stated in SAC #6 earlier, the YANG data 
models can be downloaded directly from the network element. For a ConfD based 
device, you just need to make sure that the ietf-netconf-monitoring.fxs is in the load path 
of your ConfD setup, which it is by default. Let’s use the ConfD example examples.confd/
netconf_confirmed_commit here to show step by step how we can build and run a NSO 
NETCONF NED package from that ConfD example. 

If we want to run the ConfD example on the same localhost as where NSO is running, we 
need to first change the port settings in confd.conf to not conflict with NSO’s default port 
settings in ncs.conf. 
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Now, the ConfD “device” using running the netconf_confirmed_commit example is 
running with its NETCONF SSH server listening to port 12052.  Next, let’s setup an NSO 
directory and an NSO example on my localhost and configure the ConfD “device” so that 
the NSO Device Manager can connect to it. We will use the ncs-setup tool that comes 
with NSO to setup an initial NSO instance. 
 

$ pwd

/Users/tailf/confd/examples.confd/netconf _ confirmed _ commit

$ diff -u confd.conf.old confd.conf

--- confd.conf.old

+++ confd.conf

@@ -216,7 +216,7 @@

       <ssh>

     <enabled>true</enabled>

     <ip>0.0.0.0</ip>

-    <port>2022</port>

+    <port>12052</port>

       </ssh>

 

       <!-- NETCONF over TCP is not standardized, but it can be useful

@@ -261,28 +261,5 @@

 

     </capabilities>

   </netconf>

+  <cli><ssh><port>12054</port></ssh></cli>

$ source ../../confdrc

$ make all start

…

$ mkdir nso-setup; cd nso-setup

$ source ~/nso/ncsrc

$ ls -1

README.ncs

logs

ncs-cdb

ncs.conf

packages

scripts

state

$ cat my-netconf-device.xml

  <config xmlns=”http://tail-f.com/ns/config/1.0”>

    <devices xmlns=”http://tail-f.com/ns/ncs”>

      <authgroups>

        <group>

          <name>my-group</name>

          <default-map>

            <remote-name>admin</remote-name>

            <remote-password>admin</remote-password>

          </default-map>
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        </group>

      </authgroups>

      <device>

        <name>my-netconf-device</name>

        <address>127.0.0.1</address>

        <port>12052</port>

        <authgroup>my-group</authgroup>

        <device-type>

          <netconf/>

        </device-type> 

        <state>

          <admin-state>unlocked</admin-state>

        </state>

        <trace>pretty</trace>

        <ned-settings>

          <use-confirmed-commit>true</use-confirmed-commit>

          <use-validate>true</use-validate>

          <use-transaction-id>true</use-transaction-id>

        </ned-settings>

      </device>

    </devices>

  </config>

$ ncs-setup --no-netsim --generate-ssh-keys --dest . 

…

$ ncs

$ ncs _ cli -u admin -C

admin@ncs# config 

admin@ncs(config)# load merge my-netconf-device.xml

…

admin@ncs(config)# show configuration

devices authgroups group my-group

 default-map remote-name admin

 default-map remote-password $8$Erw6/Ja5vxNsPA22CGMH+61FycIP0W8Zg/cTZWy5vNE=

!

devices device my-netconf-device

 address   127.0.0.1

 port      12052

 authgroup my-group

 device-type netconf

 trace     pretty

 ned-settings use-confirmed-commit true

 ned-settings use-validate true

 ned-settings use-transaction-id true

 state admin-state unlocked

! 

admin@ncs(config)# commit

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device ssh fetch-host-keys 

…
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Setup done. Now let’s download and install the Pioneer package. Then, we get the 
YANG data models from the ConfD “device” running the netconf_confirmed_commit 
example using the Pioneer YANG tool. 
 

$ cd packages

$ git clone https://github.com/NSO-developer/pioneer

…

$ cd pioneer/src; make all; cd -

…

$ ncs _ cli -u admin -C 

admin@ncs# packages reload

reload-result {

    package pioneer

    result true

}

admin@ncs# config 

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device pioneer yang fetch-list

Retrieving module list from device

Device supports netconf-monitoring

Found out the names for a total of 25 modules

hello message: 22

netconf-monitoring subtree: 25

netconf-monitoring xpath: 25

Marked module ietf-netconf-monitoring for download

Marked module tailf-cli-extensions for download

Marked module tailf-netconf-monitoring for download

Marked module tailf-webui for download

Marked module tailf-acm for download

Marked module iana-crypt-hash for download

Marked module ietf-netconf-acm for download

Marked module tailf-rollback for download

Marked module ietf-netconf-with-defaults for download

Marked module tailf-aaa for download

Marked module ietf-restconf-monitoring for download

Marked module ietf-inet-types for download

Marked module tailf-common-monitoring for download

Marked module ietf-yang-types for download

Marked module tailf-common for download

Marked module tailf-kicker for download

Marked module tailf-common-query for download

Marked module ietf-netconf for download

Marked module ietf-yang-library for download

Marked module tailf-progress for download

Marked module tailf-xsd-types for download

Marked module hst for download

Marked module ietf-netconf-notifications for download

Marked module tailf-meta-extensions for download

Marked module tailf-confd-monitoring for download

message Marked 25 modules for download, skipped 0

yang-directory /tmp/download/my-netconf-device
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We received many YANG data models there that are implemented by ConfD as ConfD 
itself is based on YANG. In this example, we will not manage the ConfD parts of the 
application. Our focus will be on managing the application specific YANG data model. We 
here have two options; (1) either we rebuild the YANG data models that we do not want 
to make available from ConfD’s NETCONF server through the get-schema NETCONF 
RPC with the ConfD compiler’s “--export” flag or the tailf:export YANG extension set to 
not expose the YANG model over NETCONF, or (2) we let the NETCONF manager deal 
with it. If the NETCONF manager, like we do in this simple example setup, knows what 
YANG data models to look for then option two is the most convenient. If the NETCONF 
manager doesn’t know, it will be of value if the network element has done the job and 
does not expose more YANG data models than necessary for the NETCONF manager to 
do what it intends to do with the device, i.e. to automate a particular service deployment.

For this example setup, let’s just go with option two and use Pioneer’s YANG “disable” 
feature to disable the YANG data models that we don’t want to include when building 
an NETCONF NED representation of the device. If we look at the ConfD netconf_
confirmed_commit example there is only one application specific YANG data model, 
host.yang, that the example uses. This is the only YANG data model that we need to be 
able to manage the configuration which we are interested in. Let’s go ahead and disable 
the rest of the YANG data models that are currently marked for download and then 
download only that YANG data model. 

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device pioneer yang disable name-pattern ietf-* 

success Disabling module ietf-yang-library

Disabling module ietf-inet-types

…

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device pioneer yang disable name-pattern tailf-*

success Disabling module tailf-meta-extensions

Disabling module tailf-webui

…

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device pioneer yang disable name-pattern iana-* 

success Disabling module iana-crypt-hash 

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device pioneer yang show-list 

disabled ===== DISABLED =====

tailf-progress

ietf-netconf-with-defaults

tailf-common-monitoring

tailf-common

tailf-kicker

ietf-yang-types

ietf-netconf

tailf-netconf-monitoring

tailf-aaa

ietf-netconf-monitoring

tailf-acm

tailf-common-query

iana-crypt-hash

tailf-confd-monitoring

ietf-netconf-notifications

ietf-inet-types
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tailf-meta-extensions

tailf-rollback

tailf-xsd-types

tailf-webui

ietf-netconf-acm

ietf-yang-library

tailf-cli-extensions

ietf-restconf-monitoring

marked ===== MARKED =====

hst

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device pioneer yang download                    

Downloading 1 modules to /tmp/download/my-netconf-device

1/1 Downloading module hst  -- succeeded

message Downloaded 1 modules, failed 0, skipped 0:

Downloaded hst

yang-directory /tmp/download/my-netconf-device

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device pioneer yang check-dependencies 

1/1 checking hst: 

success The set of 1 enabled yang files seems consistent 

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device pioneer yang build-netconf-ned

…

Build complete. Run install-netconf-ned, then run ‘packages reload’ to use the package ned-directory /tmp/

packages/my-netconf-device

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device pioneer yang install-netconf-ned

Copying new package into /Users/tailf/confd/examples.confd/netconf _ confirmed _ commit/nso-setup/packages/my-

netconf-device

success Installed -- now you need to: packages reload

admin@ncs(config)# exit

admin@ncs# packages reload

…

reload-result {

    package my-netconf-device

    result true

}

…

admin@ncs# devices device my-netconf-device sync-from

result true

Build and Install the NETCONF NED Package 
So far so good, with the help of the Pioneer commands, we downloaded the one YANG 
data model of interest that we want to use to program the device configuration in a future 
NSO network wide transaction to automate the deployment our service(s). Next, we check 
that the YANG data models we intend to build are not missing any dependencies. Then, we 
proceed to build and install the NETCONF NED using the YANG data model which we just 
downloaded so that we can start managing the device using NSO’s Device Manager.
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Great, after we built, installed, loaded the NETCONF NED package, and synched with 
the ConfD example “device”, we have enabled NSO to manage it as part of network wide 
transactions using NETCONF candidate, validation, and confirmed-commit. Along the way, 
we got a good indication that the device indeed supports the SAC #6 Model Discovery 
and SAC #8 YANG. Now, we are ready to start testing our simple little ConfD netconf_
confirmed_commit example device just as we would with, for example, a massive core 
network router system which exposes hundreds of large YANG data models to check if it 
seems to fulfill the SAC #0, #1, and #2 requirements.

Test your ConfD Based Device Using the DrNED Examiner Package 
How can we verify that the device we created an NSO NED for provides the NETCONF 
base operations, handles transactions properly, and edit-config operations consistently 
(i.e. SAC #0, #1, and #2 requirements)? A very good option is to use the DrNED Examiner 
NSO package which enables us with “a doctor’s bag of tools for examining & diagnosing” 
our NSO NED and the device’s compliance to the SAC #0, #1, and #2 requirements. Just 
as with Pioneer, the tools are implemented as YANG actions as part of an NSO Package 
where the YANG data model actions are executed by Python code. 

Without further ado let’s download, build, install, and initialize the DrNED Examiner NSO 
package in order to be able to make use of its tools for examining and diagnosing the 
NETCONF NED that we just created. Please, refer to the DrNED Examiner README file for 
details on, for example, Python package dependencies etc. 

$ pwd

/Users/tailf/confd/examples.confd/netconf _ confirmed _ commit/nso-setup/packages

$ git clone https://github.com/NSO-developer/drned-xmnr

…

$ cd drned-xmnr/src; make all; cd -

$ ncs _ cli -u admin -C

admin@ncs# packages reload

…

reload-result {

    package drned-xmnr

    result true

}

…

System message 

    Subsystem started: ncs-dp-40840-drned-xmnr:drned _ xmnr 

admin@ncs# config 

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device drned-xmnr setup setup-xmnr overwrite true

…

success XMNR set up for device my-netconf-device
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Now that the tools provided by the DrNED Examiner package are available to us from 
NSO, we need to find a set of configuration snapshots that we can run tests with that 
transition between the states to look for inconsistencies in the NETCONF and YANG 
transactions supported by our device. 

There are just two leafs in a list to configure in the tiny ConfD netconf_confirmed_commit 
example we are using. So, quickly creating and using DrNED Examiner recording four 
configuration states can easily be done from the command line.

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device drned-xmnr state record-state state-name base

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device config hst:hosts host host1 ip 192.168.34.1

admin@ncs(config)# commit

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device drned-xmnr state record-state state-name state1 

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device config hst:hosts host host2 ip 192.168.34.2

admin@ncs(config)# commit 

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device drned-xmnr state record-state state-name state2

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device drned-xmnr transitions transition-to-state state-name base

   prepare the device

   load base

   commit

   compare config

success Done

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device drned-xmnr transitions explore-transitions                

Found 3 states recorded for device my-netconf-device which gives a total of 6 transitions.

Starting with state state1

   prepare the device

   load state1

   commit

…

success Completed successfully

There are many ways to import configuration states with the end goal to explore-
transitions. Note that self-reporting in science is a poor source of information. Therefore, 
try to get someone who is not the engineer behind the construction of the YANG data 
model to come up with configuration states, or even better, use a set of customer use 
cases that you record or/and import as configuration states and then explore-transitions 
between them.

When you have a number of configuration states that you are happy with and 
successfully pass the DrNED tests, you can get a sense of how good your coverage is of 
the device YANG data model(s). If you did a good job of disabling the YANG data models 
that NSO will not manage when building the NED, your real coverage will be more 
accurate as it will not be affected by having models that you never touch in your NED. 
Let’s do another round of explore-transitions while this time measuring coverage as well 
using DrNED Examiner’s coverage tool.
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admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device drned-xmnr coverage reset

…

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device drned-xmnr transitions explore-transitions                

Found 3 states recorded for device my-netconf-device which gives a total of 6 transitions.

Starting with state state1

…

success Completed successfully

admin@ncs(config)# devices device my-netconf-device drned-xmnr coverage collect yang-patterns [ /Users/tailf/

confd/examples.confd/netconf _ confirmed _ commit/nso-setup/packages/my-netconf-device/src/yang/*.yang ] 

============================= test session starts ==============================

rootdir: /private/tmp/xmnr/my-netconf-device/test/drned-skeleton, inifile: setup.cfg

collected 21 items / 20 deselected

src/test _ builtin.py 

Use YANG file(s):

/Users/tailf/confd/examples.confd/netconf _ confirmed _ commit/nso-setup/packages/my-netconf-device/src/yang/hst.

yang

Found a total of 1 nodes (0 of type empty) and 1 lists,

     1 (100%) nodes read or set

     1 (100%) lists read or set

     1 (100%) lists deleted

     1 (100%) lists with multiple entries read or set

     1 (100%) nodes set

     1 (100%) nodes deleted

     0 (  0%) nodes set when already set

     0 (100%) nodes deleted separately (disregarding 1 bool-no|prefix-key|mandatory)

     1 (100%) grouping nodes read or set

     1 (100%) grouping nodes set

     1 (100%) grouping nodes deleted

     0 (  0%) grouping nodes set when already set

     0 (100%) grouping nodes deleted separately (disregarding 1 bool-no|prefix-key|mandatory)

.

============= 1 passed, 20 deselected, 1 warnings in 0.36 seconds ==============

success Completed successfully

With this simple example, we achieved 100% coverage with no sweat.
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8.  Summary 
There can be great benefit for service providers to automate service provisioning in 
precise machine-to-machine transactions. Service providers have an important task in 
switching their requirements for equipment providers. They, themselves, must transition 
from CLI scripting human-to-machine management of their networks to instead focusing 
on primarily requiring their network element providers to supply precise NETCONF and 
YANG machine-to-machine enabled programmable network elements that fulfill the 
Service Automation Criteria. This enables automated operations to reduce OPEX and 
increase service agility to reduce time to complete the deployment of a service.

In this application note, the goal has been to enable ConfD users to meet the Service 
Automation Criteria when integrating with NSO. We first gave an overview of the 
expectations from service providers and then showed how a ConfD based network 
element can be integrated with NSO following the Service Automation Criteria. We then 
stepped through a simple example of a round of tests to show how NSO and ConfD can 
be setup to support network wide transactions where Pioneer with the DrNED Examiner 
tools can be used to continuously verify the device’s NSO integration readiness.

For your next step in NSO readiness for your ConfD based network element, contact us 
to learn more about participating in our ConfD - NSO Interoperability Testing program 
which provides you with support and guides you through the process.

For More Information 
 
For more information about ConfD, visit https://www.tail-f.com

For more information about NSO, visit https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/service-
provider/solutions-cloud-providers/network-services-orchestrator-solutions.html

For more information about NSO Interoperability Testing for your ConfD based network 
element, visit https://info.tail-f.com/nso_interop_lab

“Inside RESTCONF” whitepaper: https://info.tail-f.com/inside-restconf

“NETCONF Transactions Capability in ConfD” application note: https://info.tail-f.com/
netconf-transactions

NSO Developer Space on GitHub: https://github.com/NSO-developer
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https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/service-provider/solutions-cloud-providers/network-services-orchestrator-solutions.html
https://info.tail-f.com/nso_interop_lab
https://info.tail-f.com/inside-restconf
https://info.tail-f.com/netconf-transactions
https://info.tail-f.com/netconf-transactions
https://github.com/NSO-developer
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